Inlet of Solid Waste
Complexity of combustion process.
Non-homogeneous municipal solid waste (MSW). Transient phenomena (channeling/break-up).
Unstable combustion caused by the inlet flow of highly non-homogeneous MSW.
Unstable burnout point.
The lack of flow (& mixing) control.
Incomplete combustion of solid waste.
Background

Current Problems
Channeling of air flow through the grate results in A high excess air requirement (energy loss) Lowering temperature in the chamber
The relationship between fuel flow at inlet and transient phenomena
Not fully understood Not included in existing WTE combustion models
Objectives
Developing a mathematical model to characterize and quantify solid flow and mixing processes of the highly non-homogeneous MSW.
Simulating the behavior of solid waste particles that affects formation of channels and break-up.
Understanding the effects of solid flow on transient phenomena and mixing mechanism during combustion processes on mass burn grates by: 
Pv: Void Probability
Pc: Critical Probability
Pch: Channeling Probability
Pa: Ash Probability
